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its a 16 bit game
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Gun Man is a fun platform and arcade shooter where you need to complete the levels as fast as possible without dying. Th
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This developer "is listening" to feedback and growing. This game is a vast improvement over his first indie title "Time Of The
Zombies" by leaps and bounds! Here's my first impressions look at this game:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DrDwzf8OE2s This game is a promising little platformer game which I believe with a little
work can be very fun and well worth the price tag. It needs controller support, high scores, Steam high scores, and some changes
made to the enemy AI to make them a lot more forgiving and easier to deal with. Right now, they will shoot at you whenever
there is a clear line of sight between you and them, regardless of if they are facing away from you or not. In my opinion, if this
developer will change the code to make them only fire at you if and when they can see you (facing you), it will help make this
game MUCH more fun. I've given this game thumbs up for "effort" and will wait for what I believe are a few needed changes in
updates before giving this game my score. Until then, I still give this game my "thumbs up" just because this is soooo much
better than his first GameGuru zombie title.. This developer "is listening" to feedback and growing. This game is a vast
improvement over his first indie title "Time Of The Zombies" by leaps and bounds! Here's my first impressions look at this
game: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DrDwzf8OE2s This game is a promising little platformer game which I believe with a
little work can be very fun and well worth the price tag. It needs controller support, high scores, Steam high scores, and some
changes made to the enemy AI to make them a lot more forgiving and easier to deal with. Right now, they will shoot at you
whenever there is a clear line of sight between you and them, regardless of if they are facing away from you or not. In my
opinion, if this developer will change the code to make them only fire at you if and when they can see you (facing you), it will
help make this game MUCH more fun. I've given this game thumbs up for "effort" and will wait for what I believe are a few
needed changes in updates before giving this game my score. Until then, I still give this game my "thumbs up" just because this
is soooo much better than his first GameGuru zombie title.

update 1.4 : we add this update 22 achievements dutch translation of the game steam cards waiting for steam to approve remake
level 1 more languages to come see you at the next update. release april 2019 : release april 2019. update 1.1 : we give the menu
a makeover we add gamepad support we add 1 level this update we removed the arrows at level 5 we give the end boss more
heal stay tuned for more next week thanks for the follow streams and youtubers wo gave my great feedback edgywizard
DanVanDam Ready Set Indie Games Zaxtor99 thanks. new build for bug fix saw : we add a new build for the saw in about 3
days we have a new build for the makeover on all the levels. indiegogo : we are on indiegogo if you want to help us check it in
the link. devblog 2 : add start menu add zombies fix music bug. update 1.2 : we add in this update hiscores on the main menu we
fix the sounds we gave edgy a staff so he can cast a lot of new spells and fireballs we add also 1 level this update we fix some
bugs this didn't make it this update new ai for the enemies stay tuned for next week update if you found a bug please mail to us
infokesselsgame-studio.nl. devblog 1 : add ladders screen shakes doors and locks. update 1.0 : we add more than 10 levels in this
update fix all the bugs we add 2 boses we add Edgy we add every week new levels. about gunman : Gun Man is a fun platform
and arcade shooter where you need to complete the levels as fast as possible without dying. There are dozens of levels in the
game, each one carefully created to provide you with platforming challenges as well as numerous shooting tests. Lots of enemies
What makes Gun Man unique is the fact that you can enter various levels and each one of them will have one or more enemies.
These are very fast so if youre not careful they will shoot or stab on the spot. Thats why Gun Man is all about offering you ways
to protect yourself, but you do need to be quick when it comes to reacting to this. Otherwise you will have challenges and you
have to avoid that as much as possible. Level puzzles Sometimes you will have keys in the levels and these will help you open up
the ending of that level. Which is quite nice, because you are always in control and you can have quite a lot of fun in no time.
The experience shines for Gun Man just because you have to pass through multiple challenges and avoid traps in order to win.
Traps are cleverly added all over the game world. And many times in order to reach a key you will have to do everything you
can in order to win. Its certainly rewarding and among some of the best and most interesting experiences that you can see out
there. Test your skill At its core Gun Man is a game of skill and it continues to challenge you all the time. Its designed to be a lot
of fun and very intense, but you always have a fair shot at completing every level. Sure, some levels are very complex and
challenging, however you can complete any level in the game. If a level seems hard, you need to improve your platforming skills
and you will be more than fine. Gun Man is one of those games where the more you play it, the better you will get at it. And the
skills you improve here will be great and suitable for other platformers as well. If you love platform games with exciting and
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cool gaming ideas and options, all you need is to give Gun Man a shot. This is a passion project from a developer that loves
platforms and wants to bring you the most interesting, dynamic 2D platforming experience which is also very fun.
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